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Abstract. This paper analyses some tools that could be appropriate as
teaching resources for undergraduate or postgraduate levels. A compar-
ison is performed between two machine learning tools such as Weka and
RapidMiner on one side, and with Minitab, on the other side, that is
a more statistical tool and also covers some parts of the Cross Indus-
try Standard Process for Data Mining. We describe the functionalities
of those frameworks and also the installation and running procedure. A
road-map is carried out in order to state the main tasks that are avail-
able in these tools and to encourage other researchers or lecturers to
introduce them in laboratory classes.
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1 Introduction

Data Engineering [11] includes lot of tasks and one of the most relevant, depend-
ing on the decade could be named as Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD)
[3] or CRISP-DM (CRoss Industry Standard Process for Data Mining) [14], in
the end of the twenty century or in the beginning of the twenty-one century,
respectively. KDD is a multidisciplinary paradigm of computer science compris-
ing challenging tasks to transform a problem into useful models for prediction
such as dealing with raw data, analysing the problem, data preparation [16] and
data mining [8]. CRISP-DM is a process model which provides a framework for
carrying out data mining projects which is independent of both the industry
sector and the technology used. It aims to make large data mining projects, less
costly, more reliable, more repeatable, more manageable, and faster. There is a
great deal of data mining tools. Some applications like R, Weka [4], RapidMiner
[2], Orange and ExcelMiner are undoubtedly the most popular software packages
to analyse data and to discover knowledge in the raw data. There are another
applications not so frequent such as Minitab [10] or XLSTAT [1]. All of them are
suitable for Data Analytics [7] approaches or for Intelligent Data Engineering
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[15]. This research describes some visual tools such as Weka, RapidMiner and
Minitab. The two first tools require a Java Virtual Machine (JVM) whereas the
latter should installed on the host operating system through the installer. Visual
frameworks to lecture are a key point of the digital society that we are living
from a long time ago. On such a way, the undergraduate students from any level
could be able to start with the tools and later to master them or even swapping
to textual applications. Weka is a very extended and well-known platform that
has been developed under the Java programming language. Nowadays, the usage
of RapidMiner is making progress. One key point is that their interface is very
similar to the graphical design products and the user could create a sheet that
will populated with drag and drop actions. Their programming language is also
Java. On the other hand, Minitab does not provide an Application Programming
Interface (API) but for the beginners could an important push to jump to other
tool or even to use both.

This article goals to introduce some visual tools that could be extremely
handy to lecture subjects related with Data Analytics or Intelligent Data Engi-
neering in the umbrella of undergraduate or postgraduate degrees. The rest
of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 describes Weka; Sect. 3 introduces
RapidMiner; Sect. 4 goes into Minitab; finally, Sect. 5 states the concluding
remarks.

2 Weka

Weka [4] is a framework that cover some parts of KDD. The installation of
Weka is straighforward. We can use the installer or even we can download the
.jar file and we can directly run weka.jar if we have one JVM installed. It is
recommendable to run it under JDK 1.7 or 1.8 to be able to use the latest
versions of Weka that incorporate new functionalities. Figure 1 represents all
that is going to appear on the screen once we have started up the application.
The top menu offers four options and among them Visualisation and Tools are
related, respectively, with graphs (visualizers or plots) and viewers to see the
data in plain arff or SQL format. Arff is the native format for Weka problems.
The frame application depicts the main modules of Weka.

Explorer is likely the most executed part all over the world and is also the suit-
able place for new users to start the “learning” and to deepen into the software.
Figure 2 depicts the Explorer and we could get an outlook about the options that
we have at hand. Explorer is a visual environment that offers a Graphical User
Interface (GUI) to access to all the packages. It is very outstanding to mention
that only the option that could be run at every moment are available to the user.
There are six tabs. The first tab called Preprocess and is ready to load a problem
in different formats such as .arff, .csv, .bsi or .xrff. After the data loading, the
remaining uppers tabs will be enabled and also the Filter frame of the current
tab is able to be executed whose main purpose is to transform the data at the
instance of feature level. The second tab named Classify is designed to execute
a classifier with using the loaded file (automatically will be created the training
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Fig. 1. Starting Weka

Fig. 2. Weka Explorer
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and test sets) or even providing an additional file that could be the test set. The
third tab offers some clusterers and their interface is very similar to “Classify”.
The fourth tab is simpler and the user could specify the associator and the start
it or in the meanwhile top stop it. The tab Select attributes provides different
implementation of some attribute selection algorithms. Finally, the tab Visualize
offer different kind of plots. Experimenter is a module to configure experiments
and data analysis with different data files. KnowledgeFlow is an application to
create machine learning projects by means of flow diagrams. Simple CLI is a
text-mode client to access to Weka packages with commands.

3 RapidMiner

RapidMiner [2] is a massively visual tool that cover partially the process of KDD
or CRISP-DM. The installation of Rapid Miner should be done only using the
installer. Figure 3 shows the screen that initially appears and is similar to any
office suite application with the File, Edit, View and Help menus, among others.
A process is the basic element is Rapid Miner and is similar to a sheet where the
user should define their design using the Operators (objects) that are available
and will be connected through lines, also named Wires. The definition is done by
means of lots of Drag and Drop actions. Technically speaking, a process is the
worksheet to create our design. Then, it needs to be simulated. In other words,
it has some common ideas with applications related with the Design of Circuits.

The first step that we need to do therefore is to Create a New Process. Once
we chose this action a new windows will receive the focus. In the left part of the

Fig. 3. Starting RapidMiner
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Fig. 4. A supervised machine learning task in RapidMiner

aforesaid window we have the view called Operators. In the mid of the windows
there will be a sheet named Main Process which is the place to Drag and Drop
the desired Operators and to connect them. The right part provides the current
values of the parameters and also the compatibility level. The folders on the
right are all the packages that could be deployed in order to use a concrete
operator. We can use the Repository Access to select the operator Retrieve in
order to load a data set or even the Import folder to load an external data
set. Data Transformation is similar to the Preprocess tab of Weka. The folder
Modeling contains all the typical tasks of Data Mining such as Classification
and Regression (inside is include also Rule Induction related with Subgroup
Discovery), Attribute Weighting, Clustering and Association. To conclude this
section, Fig. 4 outlines an example of a design ready to run about a classification
task with K-nn classifier using a training and a test set.

4 Minitab

It is a multi-language tool encompassing lot of treatments from a statistical point
of view and also from unsupervised machine learning or supervised machine
learning with continuous values for the outputs. During the installation you
could customise the language that you prefer. It is a key point especially for those
students which are not very ready to use learning tools in other languages that
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Fig. 5. Starting Minitab

their tongue. The number of different languages is around ten. It is a important
difference with the other two tools that are described in this paper. The main
purpose of this tool is to offer a wide range of options for statistical tasks such
as getting different statistics of a sample such as central, dispersion or shape
measures. In the context of KDD the Regression could be done in-depth with
lot of options as well as Clustering. The options to apply data preparation are
related with the correlation analysis [13].

Figure 5 depicts the aspect of the initial screen after the starting. This is
the classical appearance of any program related with any Office Suite or more
concretely with other Statistical tools such as SPSS [12]. We see the data sheet
and also some menus with the name File, Edit, Graph and Calc to mention some
of them. The first stage to work with this tool is to manually create the data set
or loading from a MTW file which is the native format of Minitab and stands for
MiniTab Worksheet. It is also valid to load CSV or Excel files. The tasks that are
more related with KDD are included in the Stat menu. There you can click on
Regression and some methods like mainly Nonlinear and Logistic Regression [5]
will appear. Again, keeping in the aforementioned menu and going in Regression
we can find the option Fit Regression Models or even Best Subsets. Figure 6
shows the Fitted Line Plot related with a Regression for Vitamin A taking into
account the Calories.

Finally, inside the Stat menu, there is an item called Multivariate that con-
cerns the Clustering approaches such as Principal Components Analysis (PCA)
[6], Factor analysis, K-Means algorithm [9] or Discriminant Analysis.
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Fig. 6. The visual result of a regression task in Minitab

5 Conclusions

The described tools offer a great deal of possibilities to carry out any kind of
data mining tool. Learning about Weka may be easier because the user does not
need to design the workflow and only the available option could be chosen and
the different kind of machine learning actions are separated in different tabs. On
the other hand, Rapid Miner is a visual tool where the user may find difficulties
at the beginning because the operators may not be very simple to master or even
to find which is the name of the operator because the number of them may be
around four thousands. The appearance of Rapid Miner is similar to other kind
of computer science tools such and Integrated Development Environments for
languages like C, C++, Java or web languages. Minitab is outstandingly ease
to use because we only need to load the data and deploy the different menus to
find the desired action.
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